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Abstract— We propose a space-time detection algorithm for a
UMTS/TDD downlink scenario with strong interference. Conven-
tional space-time detection schemes based on MMSE equalization
require accurate estimation of the correlation matrix of the
received signal vector, which is difficult because of the time
variation of the mobile radio channel. We thus develop a
decision feedback detection scheme in which the correlation
matrix is “detected” rather than estimated. For detection of
the active data channels, a maximal invariant detection statistic
is presented. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
space-time detection algorithm features good performance for
various realistic propagation scenarios even at low SINR.

I. INTRODUCTION

As third-generation systems are being deployed, network
operators require accurate measurement tools to assess the
interference situation present in their network. Within the
European IST project ANTIUM [1], we develop off-line multi-
antenna signal processing algorithms for analyzing the strength
and origin of interfering signals in a UMTS/TDD network.
Since the ANTIUM equipment is not actively connected to the
monitored network, only the downlink signals transmitted by
the different base stations (BSs) are available. We thus attempt
to demodulate the broadcast channels (BCHs) of surrounding
BSs and extract the cell IDs. This information allows network
operators to quantify how different BSs contribute to the total
interference and, in turn, to adjust their network accordingly.

The overall demodulation procedure consists of synchro-
nization [2], channel estimation [3], and detection. In this
paper, we present a multi-antenna decision feedback algorithm
for detection of the BCHs of surrounding BSs in a strong
interference scenario. Our algorithm uses a detection scheme
for determination of the correlation matrix of the received
signal. This approach yields good receiver performance even
at low SINR and for a fast fading channel.

The paper is organized as follows. The UMTS/ TDD system
layout is reviewed in the remainder of this section. Section
II discusses the channel model used. The decision feedback
detection algorithm is presented in Sections III through V.
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Fig. 1. Physical channel signal format [4].
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Fig. 2. Structure of a UMTS/ TDD timeslot [4].

Finally, in Section VI, the performance of our algorithm is
assessed through simulation.

UMTS/TDD Timeslot Structure. UMTS/TDD [4] uses time-
division-duplex (TDD), i.e., a timeslot structure, to separate
uplink and downlink. In every timeslot, code-division multi-
ple access (CDMA) is used. Each UMTS/TDD radio frame
contains 15 timeslots (see Fig. 1) that can be individually
allocated for uplink or downlink in a flexible manner. Only
one of these 15 timeslots contains the desired BCH along with
some synchronization information.

As shown in Fig. 2, each timeslot consists of two data parts
separated by a midamble and followed by a guard period. In
the timeslot containing the BCH, the two data parts consist of
the BCH and up to 12 additional data channels. Each individ-
ual channel is spread using an associated spreading code with
spreading factor 16 [5]. The sum of the spread channels is then
scrambled (modulated, see [5]) with a cell-specific scrambling
code of length 16. Finally, the resulting signal is transmitted
over a frequency-selective fading channel and received by the
M -element antenna array of the mobile receiver.
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II. CHANNEL MODEL

The channel model used here [6–8] is based on the fol-
lowing assumptions. Every BS has one transmit antenna and
the receiver has M receive antennas. Synchronization [2] and
channel estimation [3] have been performed previously, and
the synchronization signal of all BSs has been cancelled. Due
to the fact that the entire UMTS/TDD network is synchronized,
the BCHs of all BSs are transmitted in the same timeslot and
hence it suffices to consider only this timeslot in the following.

Let U denote the number of surrounding BSs (known
from the synchronization stage) and let the index set L(u) ⊆
{5, · · ·, 16} denote the set of active data channels for the uth
BS. (Index 1 corresponds to the BCH that is always active,
and indices 2, 3, and 4 are never active for the timeslot of
interest.) The k th data channel transmitted by the u th BS
(here, k ∈ L(u) and u ∈ {1, · · ·, U}) contains 976 chips and
thus 976/16 = 61 CDMA symbols. We will combine these 61
CDMA symbols and the 61 CDMA symbols of the second
data part contained in the same timeslot (cf. Fig. 2) into the
vector d(u)

k

�=
(
d
(u)
k [1] · · · d(u)

k [122]
)T

. The data symbols d(u)
k

are spread by the data-channel–specific spreading code ck[n]
and scrambled by the BS-dependent scrambling code s(u)[n],
both of length 16. The scrambling code is known from the
synchronization step [2].

Let h(u,m)[n] denote the (equivalent discrete-time, base-
band) impulse response of the mobile radio channel from
the u th BS to the m th receive antenna, with n a chip-rate
time index, and let L− 1 denote the maximum delay (i.e.,
h(u,m)[n] = 0 for n /∈ {0, · · ·, L−1} for all u, m). We assume
all channels to be time-invariant during the transmission of one
frame. The h(u,m)[n] are known from the channel estimation
step [3]. The composite impulse response associated to the k th
data channel, u th BS, and m th receive antenna is given by

a
(u,m)
k [n] �=

(
h(u,m)∗ c

(u)
k

)
[n] , with c

(u)
k [n] �= s(u)[n]ck[n] ,

where ∗ denotes discrete-time convolution. Let a(u,m)
k

�=(
a
(u,m)
k [1] · · · a(u,m)

k [16 + L − 1]
)T

. The signal component
received at the m th antenna that is due to the k th data channel
from the u th BS can be written as x(u,m)

k = c
(u)
k A(u,m)

k d(u)
k ,

with the (122 · 16 + L − 1) × 1 vector x(u,m)
k and the

(122·16 + L − 1) × 122 block-Toeplitz matrix

A(u,m)
k

�=




a(u,m)
k

a(u,m)
k

a(u,m)
k




}
16

. . .

︸ ︷︷ ︸
122 columns

(we note that the presence of the midamble is neglected in
the definition of A(u,m)

k ). The gain factor c
(u)
k is due to power

control (however, c
(u)
1 = 1 because the BCH has no power

control). The overall received signal at the m th antenna is
thus given by

x(m) =
U∑

u=1

[
A(u,m)

1 d(u)
1 +

∑
k∈L(u)

c
(u)
k A(u,m)

k d(u)
k

]
+ w(m),

where w(m) is a noise vector. Stacking all antenna signal
vectors as x �=

(
x(1)T · · · x(M)T

)T
, we can write

x = ACd + w , (1)

with the M (122·16+L−1)×122
(
U +

∑U−1
u=1 |L(u)|) matrix

A = (ABCH,ADAT), where

ADAT
�=




A(1,1)
5 · · · A(1,1)

16 · · · A(U,1)
5 · · · A(U,1)

16
...

...
...

...

A(1,M)
5 · · ·A(1,M)

16 · · · A(U,M)
5 · · ·A(U,M)

16




ABCH
�=


 A(1,1)

1 · · · A(U,1)
1...

...

A(1,M)
1 · · · A(U,M)

1


,

the diagonal matrix C = diag
{
1, c

(1)
5 , · · ·, c(1)

16 , · · ·, 1, c
(U)
5 , · · ·,

c
(U)
16

}⊗I122×122 (i.e., each one of the numbers 1, c
(1)
5 , · · ·, c(1)

16 ,

· · ·, 1, c
(U)
5 , · · ·, c(U)

16 is repeated 122 times on the diagonal),
and the vectors w �=

(
w(1)T · · · w(M)T

)T
and d �=

(
d(1)T

1 · · ·
d(1)T

16 · · · d(U)T
1 · · · d(U)T

16

)T
. The above definitions of ADAT,

C, and d apply if all data channels are active. In general,
only the entries corresponding to active data channels appear
in ADAT, C, and d. Thus, whereas the submatrices A(u,m)

k are
known, it is unknown which of them are contained in ADAT.

III. A SPACE-TIME DECISION FEEDBACK RECEIVER

A simple space-time detector would use MMSE equaliza-
tion (e.g., [7]) followed by quantization. This receiver would
require knowledge of the correlation matrix of the received
signal x,

Rx
�= E

{
xxH

}
= ACCHAH + σ2

wI . (2)

Accurate estimation of Rx from the observed x is difficult be-
cause the channel changes from slot to slot. Unfortunately, Rx

has to be known with high accuracy because the data channels
transmitted by the stronger BSs act as strong interferers for
the BCHs of weaker BSs. As a result, the performance of the
MMSE equalizer is unsatisfactory.

Therefore, instead of estimating Rx from the received
signal, we will adopt a strategy that is based on the expression
(2). Calculation of Rx according to (2) would presuppose
detection of the sets L(u) of active data channels for all BSs
(in order to determine ADAT) and estimation of the gain factor
matrix C. Because this works best for the strongest BS, we
propose a decision feedback (DFB) receiver that, initially,
only takes the strongest BS into account. For this BS, we
detect L(u) and estimate C and then detect the part of d
corresponding to the strongest BS, i.e., the desired BCH and
the interfering user data. Next, the component of the received
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Fig. 3. Decision feedback detection scheme.

signal corresponding to this data is calculated and subtracted
from the overall received signal. Then the whole procedure is
repeated for the second strongest BS, etc. This recursive DFB
(or interference cancellation) scheme is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Suppose that the index of the strongest BS is u0. In the first
step, we model the received signal as (cf. (1))

x = A(u0)C(u0)d(u0) + w , (3)

where A(u0) =
(
A(u0)

BCH ,A(u0)
DAT

)
, with A(u0)

BCH and A(u0)
DAT con-

taining only the entries A(u0,m)
k , and d(u0) =

(
d(u0)T

1 · · ·
d(u0)T

16

)T
. The vector w contains the noise and the interference

from all other BSs and will be modeled as being uncorrelated
for simplicity. We first calculate L̂(u0) (from which we can
calculate an estimate Â(u0)) and Ĉ(u0) by means of the
methods to be explained in Sections IV and V. Using an
MMSE equalization approach, the detected data in the first
step is then given by d̂(u0) = Q{y}, where Q{·} denotes
componentwise quantization according to the QPSK symbol
alphabet used and

y =
(
Ĉ(u0)HÂ(u0)HÂ(u0)Ĉ(u0) + σ̂2

w I
)−1

Ĉ(u0)HÂ(u0)H x

is the result of MMSE equalization based on the model
(3) (here, σ̂2

w is an estimate of the interference-plus-noise
variance). Subsequently, the component of the received signal
corresponding to the detected data d̂(u0) is calculated accord-
ing to the model (3) and subtracted from the overall received
signal:

x̃ = x − Â(u0)Ĉ(u0)d̂(u0) . (4)

This procedure is repeated using x̃ instead of x and the second
strongest BS instead of the strongest one, etc.

IV. DETECTION OF DATA CHANNELS

We will now propose a scheme for calculating L̂(u) (for
simplicity, the index of the strongest BS is now denoted by
u instead of u0). Consider the vector x[i] �=

(
(x(1))i·16 · · ·

(x(1))i·16+15 · · · (x(M))i·16 · · · (x(M))i·16+15

)T
of length

16M . This vector contains the components from all active

data channels k ∈ L(u) from the strongest BS u at symbol
time i. Assuming for simplicity that C = I (i.e., no power
control; see Subsection IV-C for comments on the case of
power control), we can write

x[i] =
∑

k∈L(u)

d
(u)
k [i] ã(u)

k + w[i] . (5)

Here, ã(u)
k

�=
(
ã(u,1)T

k · · · ã(u,M)T
k

)T
where ã(u,m)

k is a length-
16 vector whose elements equal the first 16 elements of a(u,m)

k ,
i.e.,

(
ã(u,m)

k

)
l

=
(
a(u,m)

k

)
l

for l = 1, · · · , 16. Furthermore,
w[i] accounts for the BCH, contributions from weaker BSs,
inter-symbol interference (ISI) from neighboring CDMA sym-
bols, and noise. The expression (5) is valid for i ∈ Idata,
where Idata denotes the data-part interval (see Fig. 2). For
simplicity, we will model w[i] as white, uncorrelated, and
complex Gaussian. We also assume that the vectors ã(u)

k for
different k ∈ L(u) are orthogonal, so that the presence of each
data channel can be detected individually rather than jointly.

A. Incoherent Matched Filter

For the model in (5), the incoherent matched filter [9] leads
to the following detection statistic for the presence of the kth
data channel:

Λk =
∑

i∈Idata

∣∣Tk[i]
∣∣2, with Tk[i] �= xH [i] ã(u)

k .

The detected index set L̂(u) then is defined as the set of indices
k ∈ {5, · · ·, 16} for which Λk exceeds a certain threshold η.
The choice of η will be discussed in Subsection IV-C.

The incoherent matched filter is based on the assumption
that the nuisance parameters d

(u)
k [i] are circularly symmetric

(i.e., rotationally invariant) complex Gaussian. However, the
d
(u)
k [i] are taken from a QPSK alphabet, and thus they are

discrete random variables whose statistics is invariant only to
rotations by multiples of π/2.

B. Detector Based on Maximal Invariant Statistic

We now propose a detector that is invariant to rotations of
the d

(u)
k [i] by multiples of π/2. Consider the statistic

T ′
k[i] �= |Tk[i]| ej arg mod{Tk[i]}, (6)

where Tk[i] = xH [i] ã(u)
k as before and arg mod{c} �=[

(arg{c} + π/4) modulo π/2
] − π/4, i.e., the phase of the

complex number c is wrapped to the interval [−π/4, π/4).
It can be shown that T ′

k[i] constitutes a maximal invariant
statistic [10], which means that T ′

k[i] is invariant to rotation
of d

(u)
k [i] by π/2 and {T ′

k[i]}i∈Idata contains all information
relevant to our detection problem.

Fig. 4(a) shows the probability density function (pdf) of the
statistic Tk[i]. Under hypothesis H0 (signal not present), the
pdf of Tk[i] is a 2-D Gaussian centered at the origin. Under
hypothesis H1 (signal present), the pdf of Tk[i] (conditional
on the data symbol) is a 2-D Gaussian located about 1, j,
−1, or −j that is labeled H(1)

1 through H(4)
1 in Fig. 4(a).

The dashed arrows show how the phase of Tk[i] is wrapped
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the maximal invariant statistic T ′
k[i]: (a) Conditional pdf

of Tk[i], (b) approximate conditional pdf of T ′
k[i] for high SNR. The dashed

arrows in (a) show how the phase of Tk[i] is wrapped to the fundamental
phase interval [−π/4, π/4) when Tk[i] is converted to T ′

k[i].

to the fundamental phase interval [−π/4, π/4) through the
transition from Tk[i] to T ′

k[i]. Note, however, that only the
pdf parts outside the sector [−π/4, π/4) are transferred into
[−π/4, π/4); the “tails” of the pdf components H(2)

1 , H(3)
1 ,

and H(4)
1 that are located in [−π/4, π/4] are left unchanged.

Ignoring these pdf tails, which is justified if the SNR is suf-
ficiently high, we obtain an approximation to the conditional
pdf of T ′

k[i] that is depicted in Fig. 4(b). This approximate
pdf corresponds to the standard problem of detecting a known
signal in white Gaussian noise [9]. We thus arrive at the
following detection statistic based on the maximal invariant
statistic {T ′

k[i]}i∈Idata :

Λinv
k =

∑
i∈Idata

Re{T ′
k[i]} .

C. ROCs and Choice of Threshold

Fig. 5(a) shows simulated receiver operating characteristics
(ROCs) of the two detection statistics Λk and Λinv

k for a flat
Rayleigh fading channel (note that there is no ISI) with 8 active
and 4 inactive data channels, one BS, and white Gaussian noise
with two different SNR values. For SNR = −35 dB, both
ROCs are indistinguishable from 1 and thus both detection
statistics yield detection probability ≈1 even at false alarm
probabilities smaller than 0.01. For SNR = −40 dB, the ROCs
still are roughly equal but the detection probability is lower
than 1, i.e., there is now a clear tradeoff between low false
alarm probability and high detection probability.

For an analysis of the influence of the threshold η on
the detection results, it is advantageous to normalize the
detection statistics Λk and Λinv

k such that, under ideal con-
ditions (no noise, no ISI), they are 1 under H1. It can be
shown that this is achieved by the normalizations Λ̃k

�=√
Λk/122/(16Pu) and Λ̃inv

k
�= Λinv

k /(122·16Pu), where Pu
�=∑L−1

n=0

∑M
m=1

∣∣h(u,m)[n]
∣∣2. Fig. 5(b) shows the threshold for

the normalized statistics, η, versus the SNR for a detection
probability of 0.9. Here, Λ̃inv

k has a clear advantage over Λ̃k

because its threshold is less dependent on the SNR, and thus
easier to choose. The corresponding curves for the false alarm
probability (not shown) lead to similar conclusions.
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Fig. 5. Analysis of the detection statistics Λk and Λinv
k : (a) ROCs, (b)

threshold η vs. SNR for a detection probability of 0.9.

Even though power control has been disregarded so far, the
detection statistics Λk and Λinv

k also work in the presence of
power control if the threshold is suitably adjusted. In a TDD
system, we have 0.1 ≤ c

(u)
k ≤ 1, corresponding to power

control dynamics of 20 dB. It can be shown that under ideal
conditions (one BS, no noise, no ISI), the normalized detection
statistics Λ̃k and Λ̃inv

k are equal to c
(u)
k . This gives an idea on

how to adjust the threshold to be able to detect also the data
channels with small gain factors. Note, however, that missing
such a weak data channel is not a grave problem because this
causes only a small interference for subsequent (weaker) BSs.

V. ESTIMATION OF GAIN FACTORS

It remains to estimate the gain factor matrix C or, more
precisely, the gain factors c

(u)
k for all k ∈ L̂(u). Because

under ideal conditions (one BS, no noise, no ISI) c
(u)
k equals

Λ̃k and Λ̃inv
k as mentioned in Subsection IV-C, we suggest

to initially use the estimate ĉ
(u)
k = Λ̃k or ĉ

(u)
k = Λ̃inv

k for
detection of the data d̂(u) of the strongest BS (see Section
III). For the subsequent subtraction step (4), however, a more
accurate estimate should be used. Indeed, once that d̂(u) and
Â(u) are available, we can compute the least-squares estimate

Ĉ(u) = arg min
C

∥∥x − Â(u)Cd̂(u)
∥∥2

.

It can be shown that Ĉ(u) = diag
{
1, ĉ

(u)
5 , · · ·, ĉ(u)

16

}⊗I122×122

with

ĉ
(u)
k =

(k−3)·122−1∑
l = (k−4)·122

(
diag{d̂(u)}−1Â(u)#x

)
l
,

where Â(u)# is the pseudo-inverse of Â(u).

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

For our simulations, we used Clarke’s channel model [11]
to simulate a Rayleigh fading channel (see [3] for details).
We considered an “outdoor” environment with two different
scenarios as illustrated in Fig. 6. In scenario 1, the receiver
is located within the inner cell of a grid of 8 hexagonal cells.
We will thus encounter one dominant BS signal and 7 weaker
BS signals. In scenario 2, the receiver is located at the border
of 3 cells, so that there impinge 3 equally strong BS signals
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Fig. 6. Simulation scenarios. The bullet • indicates the receiver position.

and 6 weaker BS signals. (This is the more difficult scenario
since our DFB receiver assumes only one strongest BS and the
other two dominant BS signals act as a strong interference.)

In addition, we used two different channel parameter set-
tings called A and B for each scenario. Channel A has 3 taps
with a maximum delay of only 2 chips, whereas channel B
has 8 taps with a maximum delay of 15 chips (thus, channel
B is considerably more challenging than channel A). There
were 8 active data channels per BS.

We compared three different detection algorithms, namely,

• the conventional space-time MMSE receiver that estimates
Rx directly from the received signal x (denoted “MMSE”);

• the proposed DFB receiver that uses a space-time MMSE
receiver for every BS as explained in Section III (denoted
“DFB/MMSE”);

• and an extension of the proposed DFB receiver in which the
space-time MMSE receiver used for every BS is replaced by
the DFB receiver described in [7] (denoted “DFB/DFB”).

Table I shows the percentage of successful detection events
(i.e., error-free decoding of the BCH channel corresponding to
the respective BS) versus the SINRs1 of the various BSs. It
is seen that the conventional MMSE receiver performs poorly
or even extremely poorly in almost all cases; this is due
to the insufficient accuracy of estimating Rx. The proposed
DFB/MMSE scheme that uses a calculated (or detected) rather
than estimated correlation matrix yields dramatic performance
gains even though its computational complexity turns out to
be smaller than that of a straightforward implementation of
the conventional MMSE receiver. The performance of the
DFB/DFB scheme is best, however at the expense of some
additional complexity compared to the DFB/MMSE scheme.

VII. CONCLUSION

We proposed a space-time detection algorithm for a
UMTS/TDD downlink scenario with strong interference. Be-
cause the time variation of the channel does not allow es-
timation of the input correlation matrix Rx with sufficient
accuracy, we developed a decision feedback scheme that
avoids direct estimation of Rx. In each step of the decision
feedback scheme, the matrix factors of the correlation matrix
corresponding to the (relatively) strongest base station are

1The definition of the SINR is based on the assumption that the entire
component of the received signal corresponding to the BS of interest is the
desired signal, i.e., the data channels of this BS transmitted in parallel to the
BCH were not considered as interference.

TABLE I

Percentage of successful detection events versus SINR of the various BSs:
(a) Scenario 1, (b) scenario 2.

(a) Algorithm MMSE DFB/MMSE DFB/DFB
Channel A B A B A B
BS 1: −1 dB 100 100 100 100 100 100
BS 2: −11 dB 34 3 99 99 97 100
BS 3: −11 dB 26 2 98 99 98 99
BS 4: −18 dB 1 0 84 84 86 92
BS 5: −18 dB 0 0 82 88 77 89
BS 6: −22 dB 0 0 53 52 60 79
BS 7: −22 dB 0 0 75 57 80 82
BS 8: −22 dB 0 0 62 57 65 83

(b) Algorithm MMSE DFB/MMSE DFB/DFB
Channel A B A B A B
BS 1: −5.1 dB 87 73 99 100 97 100
BS 2: −5.1 dB 85 82 98 99 98 99
BS 3: −5.1 dB 85 65 97 99 99 99
BS 4: −17.1 dB 0 0 62 34 69 59
BS 5: −17.1 dB 0 0 51 45 64 63
BS 6: −17.1 dB 0 0 58 37 71 52
BS 7: −22.1 dB 0 0 9 2 18 12
BS 8: −22.1 dB 0 0 9 2 17 13
BS 9: −22.1 dB 0 0 8 3 14 6

determined. An important part of this scheme is the detection
of the active data channels, for which a maximal invariant de-
tection statistic was presented. The proposed detection scheme
yields good performance at SINRs as low as −17 dB for
various realistic propagation scenarios.
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